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Tourist maps for young people, map analysis and principles for making maps 
Abstract 
The first aim of this thesis is to analyse the available maps for young people. The second 
aim is to design the map key and then use it to create three touristic maps for young 
travellers.  The attachments of this thesis are maquettes of Prague, České Budějovice and 
Český Krumlov maps. The first part of the literature search concerns the current state       
of tourism in the Czech Republic and in the mentioned cities. Next it deals with                  
the problems of young travellers and touristic maps for young people. The second part     
of the literature search is focused on the research methods for map assessment.               
The methodological part describes the procedure and results of the assessment                   
of the chosen maps. The penultimate chapter is dedicated to the creation of map key      
and the principles for making maps. The discussion concerns the problematic places 
during making maps and choosing the appropriate content of the maps. 
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